Case Study
Customer Loyalty Program
The Client
Industry: Consumer Goods
Company Size: 19.000 + employees
HQ Location: Atlanta, GA , US
Type: Public Company; Fortune 500
The company is a global marketer of consumer and
professional products with a strong portfolio of
globally recognized brands. The company’s global
sales hit approximately $6 billion.

The challenge
Operating in a highly competitive and fast changing
business environment the client was facing the
challenge of finding the trigger that will drive an
outstanding consumer experience and brand
advocacy.

What we offered
Working closely with our client we established metrics
and KPIs such as call and email service levels, First
call resolution, which enabled us to get a clear idea of
how customers were thinking about the services and
support we provided.
Together we implemented Net Promoter Score to
measure customer loyalty and established customer
satisfaction surveys after each customer contact,
exploring their likelihood “to recommend this
company to friends, relatives or colleagues”.

In a joint effort with the client, we profited from this
knowledge and experience and set up a rich service
portfolio:
- Inbound Technical support for EMEA.
- Service after sales (SAS)
- Social media monitoring and support
- Support provided in 10 major languages
- E-commerce services
- Order processing
- Quality data collection

How our people made the difference
Being enthusiasts of the brand, its products and the
unconventional service mindset we established, our
Consumer Experience Representatives drove the
NPS within the first 4 months after go-live from 38%
to 75%, while 94% of our customers explicitly
expressed their satisfaction with the service we
provided to them!
Thorough quality control featuring CSAT surveys,
interaction monitoring, consumer feedback analysis,
mystery calling, monthly coaching and bi-weekly
ongoing trainings helped us to secure such results
over the period of 4 years.
On a structural basis, we thus managed to secure the
following hard targets:

NPS
above
68%

FCR
above
74%

CSAT
above
90%

